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Abstract—Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a software engineering discipline in which models play a central role. One of the key concepts of MDE is model transformations. Because of the crucial role of model transformations in MDE, they have to be treated in a similar way as traditional software artifacts. They have to be used by multiple developers, they have to be maintained according to changing requirements and they should preferably be reused. It is therefore necessary to define and assess their quality. In this paper, we give two definitions for two different views on the quality of model transformations. We will also give some examples of quality assessment techniques for model transformations. The paper concludes with an argument about which type of quality assessment technique is most suitable for either of the views on model transformation quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a software engineering discipline in which models play a central role throughout the entire development process [1]. MDE combines domain-specific modeling languages for modeling (software) systems, and model transformations for, among others, synthesizing them. A domain-specific language (DSL) is a language that offers, through appropriate notations and abstractions, expressive power focused on, and usually restricted to, a particular problem domain [2]. A DSL enables software engineers to model using domain concepts rather than concepts provided by existing formalisms, which typically do not provide the required or correct abstractions. Model transformations are used to automatically transform models expressed in these DSLs into different models. These models can either be expressed in the same formalism or in a different formalism, such as a formalism for model verification or code. Using model transformations, a model specified in a DSL can be used for various different purposes. These model transformations can be reused for every model specified using that DSL. This as-is type of reuse is mentioned in [3] for application generators such as model transformations in general, i.e., they are typically implemented once and reused often. Although as-is reuse is most prominent in the context of model transformations, reuse-with-modify also plays an important role. As the need for a new target platform arises, which can be the case if for example Java code is required instead of C code, new model transformations will have to be developed. In such cases it is desirable to reuse as much as possible from existing model transformations. Not only may the target platforms be subject to change. The source formalism, i.e., the DSL, may evolve for various reasons as well [4]. When a DSL evolves, the accompanying model transformations should evolve accordingly. To facilitate this, it is important that model transformations are reusable and maintainable. It is therefore necessary to define and assess their quality [5], [6].

In this paper, we will distinguish two views on model transformation quality, viz., internal and external quality. We will also define two different ways of assessing model transformation quality, viz., directly and indirectly. We will give examples of techniques for both direct and indirect quality assessment. Finally, we will explain advantages and disadvantages of these measurement techniques for both internal and external model transformation quality.

II. QUALITY OF MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS

A. Preliminaries

Figure 1 schematically depicts the context of a model transformation. Formal model M is the source model of a model transformation t that generates formal model M′ as target model. Model M conforms to metamodel MM and model M′ conforms to metamodel MM′, where possibly MM = MM′. Model transformation t itself can also be considered as a formal model that conforms to metamodel MMt. A metamodel defines the concepts and relations between these concepts for creating a class of models. In fact, a metamodel is a model of a modeling language [7].

There are many different definitions around for what a model is. The one used in this paper is the following. A model is an abstraction of an entity with a specific purpose. This is a broad definition that allows us to consider artifacts such as source code as models as well. Using this
definition, we also cover a broad range of different types of model transformations, viz., model-to-model transformations, text-to-model transformations, model-to-text transformations, and text-to-text transformations. Note that we also do not distinguish between modelware and grammarware [8].

B. Quality of Model Transformations

Before explaining how the quality of model transformations can be assessed, we first need to define what quality is in the context of model transformations. The quality of model transformations can be viewed in two ways. Therefore, we provide two definitions.

The internal quality of a model transformation is the quality of the transformation artifact itself. The internal quality of a model transformation is of importance when a model transformation needs to be reused or maintained. The quality attributes that describe the internal quality of a model transformation we consider are: understandability, modifiability, reusability, modularity, completeness, consistency, and correctness. Most of these quality attributes have already been defined earlier for software artifacts in general [9], [10]. In [11], we explain why they are relevant for model transformations in particular. Note that in this paper we will focus on quality attributes related to maintainability and reusability only. Other quality attributes, such as for example performance, are not considered.

The external quality of a model transformation is the quality change induced on a model by the model transformation. The external quality of a model transformation has a determining influence on the quality of the output model of a model transformation. The quality attributes that are of importance depend on the way the output model needs to be used in the remainder of the development process. If the model is needed for manual processing, e.g., as documentation, quality attributes such as understandability and modifiability are relevant. These quality attributes may, however, be completely irrelevant when the model needs to be used as input for another model transformation only.

The research presented in this paper focusses on the internal quality of model transformations. However, we will also address issues regarding the assessment of their external quality.

III. QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS

Various techniques exist for assessing the quality of various different kinds of models. Here we list just a few of them. In [12], a framework is described for evaluating the quality of models in general. Techniques tailored towards assessing the quality of UML models using, among others, metrics can be found in [13], [14]. In [15], techniques are described for analyzing different characteristics of software using metrics. Such techniques can be used to assess the quality of the input model and the output model of a model transformation.

One way of measuring the (internal or external) quality of model transformations is by comparing the quality of an input model with the quality of the output model generated from it. More formal, model transformation quality $Q = \bigoplus (f(M), g(M'))$, where $\bigoplus$ is a comparison operator and functions $f$ and $g$ are used to assess the quality of models $M$ and $M'$ respectively. The quality of the model transformation is not assessed directly, but by comparing its input and corresponding output. Therefore, we refer to this type of quality assessment as indirect quality assessment. In the previous paragraph, it was noted that metrics are often used for assessing the quality of models. Therefore, indirect quality assessment of model transformation will come down to comparing (aggregations of) metric values. In [16], indirect quality assessment is advocated for assessing the external quality of model transformations. The authors propose to extend the metamodels of the source and target models of a model transformation with metrics and their calculation methods. These metrics can then be used to assess the quality change of a model induced by a model transformation. In this way, the external quality of the model transformation is assessed.

Another way of measuring the (internal or external) quality of model transformations is by measuring the model transformation itself. More formal, model transformation quality $Q = f(t)$ for some function $f$. Since the quality of the model transformation is assessed directly, we refer to this type of quality assessment as direct quality assessment. In [5], we advocate this approach for assessing the internal quality of model transformations. We have defined a set of metrics for text-to-text model transformations defined using ASF+SDF. In Section III-B0a, we will elaborate on this.

A. Indirect Quality Assessment of Model Transformations

A taxonomy of model transformations is presented in [17]. The authors distinguish, among others, between endogenous and exogenous model transformations. In an endogenous model transformation, the source and target model are expressed in the same metamodel (or grammar), whereas the source and target model of an exogenous model transformation are expressed in a different metamodel (or grammar). Typical examples of endogenous model transformations are transformations for model refactoring and refinement. Typical examples of exogenous model transformations are code generators and transformations for migration. In the remainder of this section, we will use this distinction to elaborate on indirect quality assessment of model transformation using metrics. We will also elaborate on a form of quality assessment that is aimed at validating the correctness of a model transformation that does not involve metrics.

1) Exogenous Model Transformations: Indirect quality assessment of exogenous model transformations using metrics is hard, if not impossible. Suppose metrics can be extracted from both the source and the target model. This results in two sets of metrics that are possibly overlapping. If the sets of metrics do not overlap, it is hard, maybe even impossible, to select subsets of metrics that can be used for comparison. In this case, care has to be taken in selecting these subsets to ensure that the comparison is appropriate. If the sets of metrics are overlapping, comparison is still not straightfor-
ward. Similar metrics for different formalisms may require different interpretations. For example the scale, or the unit of a metric may be different. Again, care has to be taken that the metrics selected for comparison are comparable at all. In some cases, the source or target formalism of a model transformation inherently imply extreme values for certain metrics, e.g., when certain libraries are required. To ensure a fair comparison, these outlying values have to be corrected for. The risk in indirect quality assessment of endogenous model transformations is that it results in comparing apples and oranges. This holds for both internal and external quality.

2) Endogenous Model Transformations: Indirect quality assessment of endogenous model transformations using metrics is also not trivial. In case of endogenous model transformations, the formalism in which the source and target model are expressed is the same. Therefore the same measurement techniques can be used to assess both the quality of the source model and the quality of the target model. This means that the results of the quality assessments are comparable. However, this does not necessarily mean that they can be used to assess the internal quality of a model transformation.

Consider a model transformation that extends a model. The level of abstraction and the platform do not change in this case. This type of model transformation is called a horizontal model transformation [17]. Usually, model size has a negative correlation with understandability and modifiability. Note that this is not always the case since a large, but properly modularized model may in fact be more understandable than a smaller, but improperly modularized one. Typically, this means that extension of a model has a negative effect on the understandability and the modifiability of the model. However, this does not necessarily imply that the model transformation is hard to understand or to modify as well. In fact, the model transformation may be really simple. The opposite also holds. Consider a model transformation that removes elements from a model. Since model size has a negative correlation with understandability and modifiability, such a change implies that the understandability and the modifiability of the model increase. Again, it is not necessarily the case that the model transformation is easy to understand or to modify as well. It may very well be that a complex algorithm is required for determining which elements need to be removed. A similar story holds for vertical endogenous model transformations, i.e., model transformations in which the formalism does not change, but the level of abstraction does, such as refining or abstracting model transformations. Another, similar, example is the quality attribute completeness. The application of a model transformation to a model may result in an increase or decrease of the completeness of the model, but this does not necessarily imply that the model transformation itself is (in)complete. These examples illustrate that metrics used for evaluating certain quality attributes for a model, may be completely unrelated to similar quality attributes for a model transformation. Therefore, care has to be taken that appropriate metrics are selected for the comparison when assessing the internal quality of endogenous model transformations indirectly.

The examples in the previous paragraph do address the external quality of model transformation. Metric values acquired by indirect measurement can be compared to assess the quality change induced by a model transformation. The extending model transformation returns a target model that is less understandable and modifiable. This means that the quality change induced by the model transformation is negative. It therefore has low external quality. Something similar holds for the other examples as well. Therefore, for assessing the external quality of a model transformation, indirect measurement seems to be appropriate. Note, however, that indirect measurement is case specific, i.e., the outcome will be different for every pair of source model and resulting target model. This means that it may be hard to draw general conclusions about the external quality of a model transformation.

3) Validation of Model Transformations: There are also different approaches, i.e., not using metrics, in which the quality of a model transformation is assessed indirectly. In [18] and in [19], two similar approaches are discussed that use model checking to validate whether model transformations on behavioral models preserve certain behavioral properties. This type of validation can be used to get insight in the correctness of model transformations. A schematic overview of the approaches described in [18] and [19] is depicted in Figure 2. In both approaches, a source model M and the resulting target model M′ of a model transformation t are transformed by model transformations t₁ and t₂ into models that can be used for model checking, M_mc and M_mc′ respectively. For the transformed source model M_mc, a property p is defined that it should satisfy. This can be verified by a model checker. This property is then transformed using another transformation t_p into an equivalent property p′ that fits the transformed target model M_mc′. Again, a model checker can be used to verify whether model M_mc′ satisfies property p′. If this is the case, it can be concluded that model transformation t maintains the validity of property p.

The approach discussed in [18] works exactly as discussed. There are, however, a few threats to the validity of this approach. The reliability of the approach is affected by three model transformations, viz., model transformations t₁, t₂, and t_p. For the correctness of model transformations t₁ and t₂, the authors have a solution. For the correctness of
transformation \( t_p \), a domain expert is required. The approach discussed in [19] assumes that model transformation \( t \) is an endogenous model transformation. This implies that the model transformations used for generating models \( M_{mc} \) and \( M_{mc'} \) can be the same, i.e., \( t_k = t_2 \). This also implies that the property that needs to be verified can remain the same in most cases, i.e., \( p = p' \). Therefore the reliability of this method is affected by one model transformation only, i.e., the one that transforms the source and target model of model transformation \( t \) into the models suitable for model checking. However, it is applicable to endogenous model transformations only.

Note that verifying whether properties are maintained by a model transformation does not guarantee the correctness of that model transformation. It expresses that the model transformation maintains the properties that have been verified and for the models against which they have been verified only. Therefore, the strength of this method depends on the amount and quality of realistic models and properties that are verified. To guarantee full correctness of model transformations, other techniques should be used. In [20], an approach is described that uses a theorem prover to ensure semantic equivalence between a model and the code generated from it by a model transformation.

B. Direct Quality Assessment of Model Transformations

When using direct quality assessment of model transformations, the model transformation itself is measured. The metamodels (or grammars) are not taken into account. It is therefore irrelevant whether the model transformation is endogenous or exogenous. Hence, we will not make this distinction in this section. Metrics used for direct quality assessment of model transformations are not specific for a pair of metamodels, but specific for a model transformation formalism. Therefore, this methodology is more generally applicable. This also means that different model transformation formalisms require different metrics. In Section III-B0a we will see, however, that similar metrics have been defined for different model transformation formalisms. The metrics are specific for a model transformation formalism, but the model transformation itself is specific for its source and target metamodel. It is therefore to be expected that metric values depend on the metamodels. Researching the nature of this dependency is a point for future work.

Since the metamodels of the source models and the target models are not taken into account, it is hard to use direct quality assessment for assessing the external quality of a model transformation. Only very general observations can be made. Consider an endogenous model transformation. Suppose that a transformation rule replaces one model element in the source model by a number of model elements in the target model. Since this increases the size of the model, it is likely that understandability and modifiability of the model decrease. However, this does not necessarily have to be the case. It could be that only part of the model is transformed by the model transformation and that in fact the size of the model has decreased. Without knowledge of the involved metamodels it is impossible to detect this, since it cannot be determined from the model transformation alone what parts of the metamodels are covered by it.

a) Direct Quality Assessment of ASF+SDF Model Transformations: In [5], we presented an approach for direct assessment of the internal quality of model transformations using metrics. The study is focussed on model transformations implemented in ASF+SDF [21]. ASF+SDF is a term rewriting system that can be used to define modular text-to-text model transformations based on grammars using conditional rewrite rules. Three categories of metrics were defined, viz., function metrics, module metrics, and consistency metrics. The function metrics provide information about, among others, the size and interdependencies of the transformation functions that make up the model transformation. Examples of function metrics are: number of transformation functions, number of conditions per function, and function fan-in. Most of the function metrics can be aggregated to module level. This leads to module metrics as: number of transformation functions per module, and module fan-in. Other module metrics, such as number of import declarations, measure module interdependencies. The last category of metrics measure (in)consistencies (between modules) in a model transformation. An example of such a metric is: number of different types per variable name. Although most of the metrics that were defined for ASF+SDF may appear to be specific for that formalism, this is not the case. In two studies [22], [23] of the ATL model transformation formalism [24], similar metrics were defined.

The goal of the research is to determine which (sets of) metrics can be used for assessing the quality attributes that are relevant for model transformations. To obtain such a relation between metrics and quality attributes, we performed an empirical study. A tool was created that can automatically extract metrics from an ASF+SDF model transformation. This tool was used to extract metrics from a heterogeneous collection of model transformations. The same collection of model transformations was quantitatively evaluated by experts. We analyzed the correlations between the metrics data and the expert feedback. Significant correlations with metrics were found for almost all quality attributes.

From this study we can conclude what aspects of model transformations contribute to a higher or lower value for certain quality attributes. These metrics can be used to compare model transformations on their internal quality. For more information on this empirical study, the reader is referred to [5].

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusions

In this paper, we have addressed the need for techniques to analyze the quality of model transformations. We gave two definitions for model transformation quality, viz., internal quality and external quality. We also defined and gave examples of two different types of quality assessment techniques for model transformations, viz., direct assessment and indirect assessment. In theory, both assessment techniques can be used
to assess both types of quality. However, both techniques have their advantages and disadvantages.

Indirect quality assessment has as disadvantage that it cannot always be used. It may be the case that metrics for the source model and for the target model of a model transformation are incomparable. Also, indirect quality assessment provides a partial conclusion only, i.e., it is as good as the amount of cases that have been assessed. Direct quality assessment is specific for a model transformation formalism and not for a pair of metamodels. It is therefore more generally applicable.

Direct quality assessment should be used for assessing the internal quality of model transformations only. It does not make sense to use direct quality assessment for assessing the external quality of a model transformation, since the metamodels of the source and target models are not taken into account. Indirect quality assessment may be used for assessing the external quality of a model transformation, but only if comparison of the source and the target models is possible. Indirect quality assessment should in general not be used for assessing the internal quality of a model transformation. At least not using metrics, since metrics that are used for evaluating quality attributes for a model may be unrelated to the same quality attributes for model transformations. However, in Section 2 we showed an example of how the internal quality of model transformations can be assessed indirectly. In this case, no metrics were involved. Table I summarizes the conclusions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Type</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Not using metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>if $f(M)$ and $g(M')$ are comparable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

TYPES OF QUALITY AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

B. Future Work

Model transformations are in many ways similar to traditional software artifacts, i.e., they have to be used by multiple developers, they have to be maintained according to changing requirements and they should preferably be reused. Therefore, they need to adhere to similar quality standards. To achieve these standards, there should be a methodology for developing model transformations with high internal quality. This could be in the form of a set of guidelines which, if adhered to, lead to such high-quality model transformations. Before such guidelines can be defined, it is necessary to investigate what the key factors are that influence the internal quality of model transformations. Therefore it is desirable that the quality of model transformations created using a variety of formalisms is assessed. In [5] such techniques have been described for ASF+SDF, a grammarware formalism and in [22], [23] for ATL, a modelware formalism. We would like to investigate similar direct measurement techniques for different model transformation formalisms such as GrGen [25], a graph transformation formalism and Xtend [26], another modelware formalism. The lessons learned from developing and applying these measurement techniques, can be used for defining a methodology for developing model transformations with high internal quality.
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